1. Project presentations from each LPF

2. Main themes discussed:
   - CCI data accessibility
   - Multi-ECV projects
   - Observational errors for different grids
   - LPF experience so far
1. **Accessibility:**

Experienced difficulty convincing other users to use CCI data:
- Too much on webpage
- *Restricted Access*
- No standardised way of downloading data

This is more straightforward with NASA products.

**Covered by CCI Open Data Portal in the future!**

2. **Multi-ECVs:**

Global Sea Level Budget Closure project.
3. Observational error propagation:
How to quantify error covariances on different grids?
No good framework to do this.
Ideal world: Interface?
   Go to the breakout session on ‘Uncertainties and Consistencies’ in Training Room now!
4. **LPF experience so far:**

- Application process straightforward, but unnecessary formatting issues with online form
- Would prefer 3 year funding to make the most of the LPF project
- Would prefer more travel funding
- Would like to be involved in Climate Research Groups. At the moment, only encouraged to visit CCI project leader. Also a question of funding?
- Would like to know more about how to exploit the European Commission’s services. Gain experience how the EC works (*black box*).
- Have a meeting with ALL the Living Planet Fellows, not just CCI LPFs. *This is already being organised – probably this spring!*
- Continue to do an ESA CCI LPF session at the Collocation